A HOME IS AS YOUNG AS ITS PLUMBING

Whether you are building a new home or remodeling a well-loved old one, look first to the plumbing facilities.

Fresh and attractive looking bathrooms, equipped with modern fixtures, make a home livable, bring comfort and convenience to family and guests.

Kohler planned plumbing provides luxurious comfort at economical cost. Consistent standards of excellence in materials, methods, and workmanship are your guarantee of real quality. Kohler fixtures and fittings will serve you long and faithfully. Kohler Co., Founded 1873, Kohler, Wis.

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS

The Kohler Metric bath has an integral seat at one end — convenient when there are children to bathe; safe for elderly people or invalids.

The roomy tub-space is fine for leisurely soaking baths; the seat makes foot bathing easy and comfortable; the recess design forms a natural showering compartment.

Thus three bathing pleasures are combined in one handsome, easy-to-clean fixture which takes up no more space than the usual 5½' recess bath, and costs only a little more.

Ask about the Kohler Time Payment Plan. Easy 3-year terms. No down payment.

3-WAY UTILITY

A separate dental lavatory increases the usefulness of any bathroom. The Kohler Walcot is compact — measures only 12" x 12". Made of easily cleaned vitreous china, with chromium plated hot-and-cold water fitting. Matches other Kohler fixtures. Shelf 3½" wide across back holds accessories. Inexpensive. Walcot, K-5360-B.

The modern kitchen is planned to save the busy housewife steps and thus conserve her time and energy.

A Kohler cabinet sink plays an important part in this scheme. The sinks are made of heavy enameled cast metal; and their inviting drainboards offer plenty of pleasant working space. They are unusually easy to clean and keep clean.

Cabinets of heavy enameled sheet steel have roomy cupboard space for keeping handy the pots and pans, cutlery, and cleansers most often used at the sink. Ample toe room.

Kohler sinks come in many sizes and designs; with single and double drainboards; with and without cabinets. There is a Kohler sink built to fit every kitchen and every purse.